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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Knergy analysis, that is energetic accounting of

energy expenditures (=investmenta) compared to

energy generation owes its recent booming application

to nuclear power plants and nuclear fuels fl - 8 J to

the impetuous public discussions about nuclear

energy.

The immediate cause to awaken the public's energy

consciousness was the oil crisis in fall 1973»

when everybody has been reminded of the strong

world-wide energy dependence on oil and natural gas.

The problems resulting from such a dependence have

everywhere become the dominant theme of energy

politics .

Supporters of nuclear energy realized that nuclear

energy could represent the only possibility to substitute

oil and natural gas.

Opponents to nuclear energy took readily possession

of the new slogan "energy analysis" which served

them well to deny net energy benefits from nuclear

power plants and power plant construction programs.

It must be attributed to the nuclear controversy

(i.e. nuclear opponents) [9] , that it has directed strong

public and scientific attention to energy analysis

as a feasible and practical additional method for

evaluating the engineering, economic and environmental

aspects of electricity producing systems.



Ever since numerous investigators have performed

net energy analyses aiming to settle the dispute

about the seemingly so well defined energetic aspect

of nuclear energy,,

Indeed, the myth that nuclear reactors might require

more energy for their construction and operation

than they produce in their lifetime is at last

resolved as being wrong.

Although the merits of energy accounting have

universally been recognized, energy analysis

must be seen in the general context of the nuclear

controversy. In this respect it only represents

one milestone along the road of the constantly

changing scenario of the nuclear discussion [loj.

While until recently questions such as biological

effects of radioactivity, safety and reliability of

nuclear power stations, and net energy analyses of

nuclear power plant construction programs furnished

the dominant topics to the nuclear controversy

a distinct shift to the problems in connection with

the nuclear fuel cycle that is "reprocessing" and

"waste disposal" has taken place within the last

year or so.

Only if the confidence of the public on these and

other forthcoming questions can be gained (or better

regained) as was in the case of energy analysis,

will nuclear energy fulfill the expectations which



stressed enough. As to the nuclear fuel cycle it will

turn out that the initial uranium concentration in the

ore, recycling or no recycling of uranium and

plutonium and the uranium 235 content of the tails

assay will strongly determine the calculated values

of the energy requirements. Looking at fossil fuels,

that is oil, it is the energy investment into its

transportation which requires careful attention. For

this reason oil of three different sources

- Middle East

- North Sea

- oil shale

has been considered. It should be pointed out, that the

energy requirements to supply oil originating from the

North Sea to a Exiropean plant are much smaller than the

energy requirements for Middle Eastern oil. This is due

mostly to the much higher energy requirements for the trans-

portation of the latter.

In a further investigation energetic accounting of

uranium and plutonium recycling strategies in

light water reactors has clearly indicated the

enormous energy profit when adopting such recycling

strategies.

Finally, it should be pointed out that energy

analysis is closely tied to the economic system

for which it is performed. In other words if

results for a specific country are desired, globally

obtained results will have to be corrected by

accounting for the country's level of industriali-

zation and for its energy import and export structure.



2. KEALIZATION

2 . '\ Definition

Energy analysis compares total direct and indirect thermal and

electrical energy investments into construction and operation

of power plants with their lifetime electrical energy output.

Looking at net energy balances of power plants two basic

analyses have been performed.

- Static Energy Analysis is energy accounting of energy re-

quirements compared to energy production of single plants

but for different plant types.

- Dynamic Energy Analysis is energy accounting of power

plant construction programs.

2.2 Tools of Energy Analysis

There are three types of methods currently in use for calcu-

lating energy costs within the scope of energy analysis

- Statistical Analysis

- Input-Output Analysis

- Process Chain Analysis.

For detailed description of these techniques it is referred to

the literature [1 5] .

2.3 Method

A great part of the necessary data came from the U.S..

Having used these data implies, that the analysis applies

strictly speaking to ithe U.S. situation. An exception has

been made by utilizing European fuel supply data of OFPs

built on European plâ it sites. All energy investments for

construction of power plants have been calculated by means

of input-output analysis. The table of energy coefficients

was taken from [16] , the cost break down for nuclear power

plants from [12 , 17, 1 8, 1 9, 20] , for OFPs from [12,17], for

HPPs from [13,21] andi for SPPs from [l^,2^]. Data for

the energy requirements of fuels were taken from [18,22,23] .



Plant operational costs, energy transmission costs and trans-

mission losses have been disregarded.

2.̂4 Net Energy Ratio

As borh thermal and electrical energies are encountered in

energy analysis, there is the question how to equate a quantity

of thermal energy to an equivalent of electrical energy

a) when one evaluates the energy requirements for the construc-

tion and operation of a nuclear power plant, since both

primary energy (oil, natural gas etc.) as well as secondary

energy (electricity) is needed

b) when one directly compares the secondary energy output

(electricity) of the plant with the energy requirements for

construction and operation.

Equating differenr forms of energy is usually done by using a

net energy ratio defined as the ratio of total lifetime energy

investment into construction and operation of the plant to the

total lifetime net electrical energy output.

There is no single factor which is satisfactory for equating

a quantity of thermal energy to an equivalent quantity of

electrical energy. Conversions between thermal and electrical

energy depend on the system being employed and the end uses of

energy.

However, it is not practical to use many different net energy

ratios. In this analysis one net energy ratio R which is de-

fined below and which takes into account the realistic situ-

ation of the different ways of electricity production in the

U.S. has been employed.

0,18 E(E) + E(T) +2,83 E(E) + E ( T )
R

R _ -

- BR(E)



E (E) . . , lifetime net electrical energy output

E (T) . . . thermal energy input for construction
C
E (E) . . . electrical energy input for construction
\j

E (T) . . . thermal energy input for first core

E (E) . . . electrical energy input for first core

E (T) . . . thermal energy input for reloads

Er.(E) . . . electrical energy input for reloadsH

The U.S. economy is based to a great extent, namely to 82 $ on

fossil fuels, so that a large portion of electrical energy is

produced by fossil-fueled power plants. The rest of 18 % of

the electricity production comes from hydro- and nuclear power

stations. These numbers refer to the year 1967 as the input-

output table from that year ha.s been used. Since then there

has been a slight shift towards more electricity production

by hydro- and nuclear power plants.

It also has been assumed that the electrical energy investments

for construction and first core are supplied by the public

grid. The terms in the above defined net energy ratio are

briefly discussed.

Construction :

Energy requirements for power plant construction, have been calcu-

lated by means of the earlier mentioned input-output method so

that the thermally produced portion of the electrical energy

requirements are already included in the thermal energy term

( E0(T) + 0,18 E0(E) ).

First core :

The thermal arid electrical energy requirements for the first

core have been obtained by applying input-output analysis as

well as process chain analysis. Very good data were avail-



able from the Institute of Energy Analysis in Oak Ridge [17J .

Here, of course, the electrical energy investment supplied

by thermal power plants has to be separately accounted for

because in this case it is not included in the thermal energy

requirements^ Ep(T) + 0,82.3,23 Ep(E) + 0,18 Ep(E) = Ep(T) +

2,83 LF(E) ).

The same convention was used for the calculation of the energy

requirements for the fuel needed for the first year of oper-

ation of OFPs.

Reloads :

Similarly as for the first core, the energy requirements for

supplying the reloads have been calculated by following the

methods of input-output analysis and process chain analysis.

Again the data were taken from a report published by the

Institute of Energy Analysis.

The thermal energy requirements E-(T) for the reload fuel are

simply added to the other energy requirements in the numerator.

The electrical energy investment for the reloads E R ( E ) is

charged against the plant itself. Thus, it is deducted in the m

denominator from the electrical output of the plant. ™

In the case of OFPs analogous considerations hold true.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Results of Static Analysis

Looking first at various reactor types, Table I gives the re-

sults of static energy ana^sis. Total direct and indirect

energy investments were calculated separately for plant con-

struction, first core and reloads.

One remark is appropriate here to the ^O construction sectors

which have been chosen to coinside with BEA (= Bureau of



Economic Analysis) sectors of the U.S. input-output table.

Improvement of the capital cost break down has been achieved

by correcting for technical changes until 1973« Then, how-

over, costs had to be reduced to producers' prices (no trade

margins for energy analysis) and had to be deflated to 196?

dollars, because only the energy coefficients of that year

were available.

As can be seen, the energy required for construction of

nuclear power stations lies in the range of 4 to 6 times

109 kWh.

Table II gives a survey of the total thermal and electrical

energy requirements for the first core and reloads of a PWR.

These data are given by the IEA in Oak Ridge and are believed

to be the most recent and detailed. Also they are conservative

compared to most other sources.

In case of the HWR the energy requirements for the heavy

water inventory have been included in the energy requirements

for the first core.

In case of the FBR the energy requirements for the plutonium

contained in the first core have been assumed equal to an

equivalent amount of enriched uranium.

All values given in Table II are valid for an initial uranium

concentration of the ore of O,2O8 $, fur diffusion enrichment

and for O,3 % tails assay. Except for the HWR uranium and

plutonium recycling has been assumed. The plutonium necessary

for the reloads of the FBR was supposed to be self-generated

and no energy requirements ]iad to be charged for mining, milling,

conversion and enrichment.

Table III gives the net energy ratios of total lifetime energy

investment to total lifetime electricity production for various

power plant types. Light water reactors need less energy for

their construction and operation than do other types of re-
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actors (provided that conventional uranium ores are used).

Fig. 1 shows as an example graphically the results of static

energy analysis for PWRs.

The ini.; al uranium concentration in the ore has a strong in-

fluence on the energy requirements of the nuclear fuel cycle.

In the analysis it has been assumed that the energy require-

ment foi mining is inversely proportional to the uranium

content in the ore. This assumption is very strongly dependent

on the site arid nature of the mine and on economic factors.

Fig. 2 shows the net energy ratio, that is the total energy

expenditures for plant construction and plant operation re-

lative to its lifetime electricity production as a function of

the initial uraniiiui concentration ^f the ore. Except for FBRs

no positive energy balance can be obtained for uranium con-

centrations smaller than about 20 ppm. In case of FBRs the

net energy ratio is not a very sensitive function of the

initial v.ranium content in the ore. FBRs can be operated with

much smaller initial uranium concentrations (uranium first

core) still yielding positive net energy balances resulting

from static energy analysis.

Taking as a criterion that initial uranium concentration which

corresponds to a net energy ratio of 20 $, leads to initial

uranium concentrations -i r* the range of 8(j to 100 ppm for all

reactor types except for the FBR. FBRs enable the utilization

of ores with much smaller initial uranium concentrations. Be-

low 7OO ppm uranium concentration FBRs need th9 least energy

investment for their construction and operation.

3.2 Results of Dynamic Ar^ysis

The cumulative energy investments for exponentially increasing

power plant construction programs have been compared with

their total electrical outputs for various types of nuclear

power plants..
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Table IV lists the maximum annual capacity growth rates which

still will load to positive energy balances (after 3O years).

The limiting growth rates for LWRs lie around »̂0 %/year, while

they lie in the range from 3O $>/year tc 35 %/year for the

other reactor typos. Tho valuo shown for the FBH has resulted

from the assumption of a breeding gain of 5 %/year, whereby

the bred plutonium has provided the reloads of the reactor

considered and if possible the first cores of further reactors.

Fig. 3 shows for PWRs the net energy ratio versus time for

severcil annual capacity growth rates. Tt can bo seen that

after 3O years an annual growth rate of ')<) %/year will imply

that approximately 60 % of the total produced energy must be

used to cover the energy expenditures for construction and

operation of the nuclear power plant system.

Nuclear power plant construction programs which after 'JO years

use 6O 1^ of their energy production for their own preservation

are not realistic. Assuming a construction program to be re-

alistic, when after 30 years not more than 3O % of its total

energy output is needed for its own preservation, maximum

annual capacity growth rates of the order of 20 %/year for

light-water reactors and 1C) to 20 %/year for the other reactor

typos are obtained.

As far as the authors know, growth rates of presently pro-

jected nuclear power plant construction programs lie below

these cited values.

3.3 Non-Nuclear Power Plants

In order to retain a high degree of generality and to be able to

compare nuclear energy with other energy sources, it was con-

sidered important to also energetically analyze non-nuclear

power plants and their construction programs. Static and dyna-

mic energy analysis has been applied to the construction and

operation of OFPs, HPPs and SPPs.

The main assumptions are listed in the introduction. For details

of the analysis it is referred to 2 . Results of the analysis

for non-nuclear power plants are listed together with those for

nuclear power plants in Table I to Table IV.
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3-4 Plutonium Recycling

By mépris of energy analysis applied to the uranium-plutonium

fuel cycle it has boon possible to quantify for light-water

reactors the energetic benefits of a uranium-plutonium re-

cycling strategy as opposed to the uranium throw away cycle

[25] .

Plutonium bred in thermal light water reactors increases the

energy potential of uranium by about 1 8 <£ during the first re-

cycle and by about 11 % during the second recycle to a total

of about 29 %• In terms of energy accounting plutonium twice

recycled in light-water reactors leads to a reduction of the

net energy ratio from 5 i° (Table III) to 4,5 ^. In case of

multiple plutonium recycling the net energy ratio is decreased

even further.

3-5 Energy Analysis of Specific Economic Systems

Assuming that in all countries the same amount of energy in

physical units is needed for plant construction and operation,

the previously obtained result? with U.S. data can be adjusted

to the situation of other countries. The specific corrections

for the country in question account for its level of industrial-

ization and its import and export structure.

The authors have begun with the detailed energetic analysis

of the Austrian economy. Austria can be considered as an

industrialized country, although it is heavily dependent on

the import of raw materials. This is especially true for its

energy imports, mostly in form of oil and natural gas.

Looking in particular at nuclear power plants, about one

third of the components of a plant and practically all of

13



the nuclear fuel and fuel services have to be imported.

As a first step the most recent Austrian input-output table

which contains 6? industrial sectors has been aggregated to

27 sectors in order to match the Austrian energy demand

statistic. At the moment the calculated Austrian energy

coefficients are being used for the energetic analysis of

Austrian electrical power plants and their fuels. First

results are expected soon.

At this point it is deemed justified to recommend, that all

countries should make extensive use of energy analysis before

realizing their power plant construction programs. ThaJ will

lead to realistic judgements about the amount of energy v-o be

expended and about the time of the investments in such projects

before any net energy profit is returned.

b. CONCLUSIONS

To each national economy it is of eminent importance that its

power plant construction programs for electrical enery pro-

duction are based on the principle of maximum positive net

energy production.

Energy analysis provides means of comparing different types of

power plants with regard to possible energy savings during con-

struction and operation and also allows to critically analyze

plant construction programs and to energetically evaluate

alternative systems of electricity generation.

With the assumptions mentioned at the beginning the results

can be summarized as :

- Nuclear power plants, hydro-power plants and solar power

plants can mitigate a national economy's dependence on oil.

- By static evaluation it has been shown that for all power

plant types the energy investment into construction and

operation is shortly after plant start-up being repaid by

the electricity output.

14



- Hydro-power plants need the least total lifetime energy er-

quirements for construction and operation.

- Light-water reactors and oil-fired plants (North Sea oil,

European plent site) need about 5 % of their lifetime

electricity production for their construction and operation.

- Somewhat less favourable are the other reactor types and

oil-fired plants (Middle Eastern oil, European plant site)

with net energy ratios from 6 to 955 $•

- Static analysis of nuclear' fuels has indicated values of

uranium concentration below which more energy is required

for their utilization than can be obtained from the plants

they fuel.

- Dynamic energy analysis has yielded maximum realistic

annual capacity growth rates of the order of 2O %/year

for light-water reactors and hydro-power plants, 10 to

20 %/yea.r for the other reactor types, 10 %/year for solar

power plants and JO to ko %/year for oil-fired plants

(except for oil from oil shale).

- For at present usual annual capacity growth rates for

nuclear energy positive net energy balances can in general

be achieved by all nuclear power plant types, as these

growth rates lie considerably below the limiting ones.
t

The authors do not claim the completeness of their study,

nor do they insist on the absolute correctness of all the

cited numbers. However, they believe that with the

assumptions made, they are not too far away fron the truth

and that indeed, the myth that nuclear reactors might re-

quire more energy for their construction and operation

than they can produce in their lifetime should be burried

for once and for all.
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Table I Total lifeti.no energy requirements for con» truc t ion and
operation of powor plant»

• ) *)
Construction First core ' of nucloar power Reloads for nuclear

plants, heavy water inventory powor plants, fossil fuel
(only HWRs), fossil fuel re- requirements beyond first
quirements for first year of year of operation for OFPs
operation for OFPs

(109 kWh) (109 kWh) (109 kWh)

V 1,9 9.6

2,1 8,7

3.9 11,8

4, 6 7.5

4, 4 3,1

0.7 19,1
0,3 7,8
3,0 85,8

0,O O1O

0,0 O1O

1) not powor 770 MWo 2) not powor 500 MWe 3) not power 1OO MWe

*) uranium concentration of ore 0,208 % •*) oil concentration 2O U.S. gal/sh t

PWR

own

HTR')

HVR

FBR

OFP

Middle East
North Sea#tt\
Oil shale '

HPP2)

SPP3)

li, 1

4,'

4, 5

5,9

5,'

2,5
2,5
2,5

4.2

£.0

Table II Total lifetime energy requirements for the nucloar fuel cyclo

PWR. uranium and plutonium recycling, diffusion enrichment, O,J% tails

assay, conventional uranium or?

first core reloads

electrical thermal electrical thermal

Mining

Milling

Conversion

Enrichment

Fuel fabrication

Reprocessing

Waste storage

Transportation

(1O6 kWh)

7

9

6

U91

27

2

1

O

(106 kWh)

60

59

152

iti

72

8

5

9

(106 kWh)

63

72

47

5515

2̂ 3

lit

5

2

(106 kWh)

505

502

1291

«•57

653

76

1(8

80

Total 5 1O >K>6 5961 3612
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TuI)Io III Not onorgy ratio» of power plants

net onorgy ratio

( * )

PWR 5.°
nun 5,O

HTH <j 3

nvii H, i>

Fini 6,c,

OFP

Middle East 9,5
North Sea 5,O
Oil Bholo Vi, 2

HPP 2,3

SPP 9,4

Table IV Maximum possible annuol growth rates of
power plant construction programa with pooitivo
net energy outputs

annual growth rate

PWR 4O,1

DWR 39,5

HTR 33,5

HWR 29,7

FBR 33,5

OFP

Middle East 72,2
North Sea 79,5
Oil shale 55,0

HPP 40,7

SPP 24,7
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10 YEARS 20 30

Fig. 1 Results of static energy analysis for

PWRs
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10PPM20 50 100 200 500 0.1% 0.2
URANIUM CONCENTRATION

Fig. 2 Net energy ratio as a function of

initial uranium concentration of the ore

for various nuclear power plant types
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i
Sz 40
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20

GROWTH RATE
%tYEAR

30

10 20 YEARS 30

Fig. 3 Net energy ratio versus time for several

annual capacity growth rated for PWRs
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